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Get the latest word on the biggest self-hosted blogging tool on the market

Within a week of the announcement of WordPress 3.0, it had been downloaded over a million times. Now
you can get on the bandwagon of this popular open-source blogging tool with WordPress Bible, 2nd Edition.
Whether you're a casual blogger or programming pro, this comprehensive guide covers the latest version of
WordPress, from the basics through advanced application development. If you want to thoroughly learn
WordPress, this is the book you need to succeed.

Explores the principles of blogging, marketing, and social media interaction●

Shows you how to install and maintain WordPress●

Thoroughly covers WordPress basics, then ramps up to advanced topics●

Guides you through best security practices as both a user and a developer●

Helps you enhance your blog?s findability in major search engines and create customizable and dynamic●

themes
Author maintains a high-profile blog in the WordPress community, Technosailor.com●

Tech edited by Mark Jaquith, one of the lead developers of WordPress●

The WordPress Bible is the only resource you need to learn WordPress from beginning to end.
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From reader reviews:

Susan Rooks:

In this 21st one hundred year, people become competitive in each and every way. By being competitive
currently, people have do something to make these survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and
notice by means of surrounding. One thing that often many people have underestimated that for a while is
reading. That's why, by reading a publication your ability to survive improve then having chance to endure
than other is high. To suit your needs who want to start reading the book, we give you this particular
WordPress Bible book as nice and daily reading book. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Eileen Smith:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information today can get by anyone with everywhere.
The information can be a information or any news even an issue. What people must be consider while those
information which is within the former life are hard to be find than now's taking seriously which one is
appropriate to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you receive the unstable resource
then you get it as your main information there will be huge disadvantage for you. All those possibilities will
not happen within you if you take WordPress Bible as the daily resource information.

Joshua Orvis:

Reading a e-book tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world can certainly share their
idea. Books can also inspire a lot of people. Lots of author can inspire their own reader with their story or
even their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the guides. But also they write about the
information about something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
kids, there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors on this planet always try to improve their
ability in writing, they also doing some study before they write for their book. One of them is this WordPress
Bible.

Henry Buford:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got students? We believe that that query was
given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every individual has different hobby. So you know
that little person such as reading or as examining become their hobby. You need to know that reading is very
important and book as to be the thing. Book is important thing to add you knowledge, except your current
teacher or lecturer. You will find good news or update concerning something by book. Amount types of
books that can you go onto be your object. One of them are these claims WordPress Bible.
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